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The Scarlet Nightingale Alan Titchmarsh
2018-09-20 'It's just brilliant - full of poetry' -
Jilly Cooper Set in wartime London and
occupied France, this is a thrilling story of
love, danger and sacrifice from bestselling
novelist Alan Titchmarsh. It is the late 1930s
when seventeen-year-old Rosamund
Hanbury leaves behind the endless
summers of her coastal Devonshire home
for the fast pace of high society London.
Under the expert guidance of her formidable
aunt, the country mouse learns how to act
like a lady, hosting dinner parties and
rubbing shoulders with Britain's most
influential. And when the enigmatic Harry
Napier sweeps her off her feet at London's
famous Café de Paris she could almost
forget that Britain has declared war. But the
Phoney War ends. Harry is posted, London
reels from the first bombings of the Blitz and
Rosamund suffers a devastating personal
loss that leaves her all the more determined
to do her bit for the war effort. Joining the
Special Forces she is sent to work alongside
the Resistance on a top secret mission in
France. It is here that her courage and
loyalty are truly put to the test. And where
she learns that no one is what they seem: at
home or abroad . . . READERS ARE LOVING
THE SCARLET NIGHTINGALE: 'Alan
Titchmarsh at his best' - 5 STARS '[Alan
Titchmarsh] is a genius and has my full
admiration. Buy the book!' - 5 STARS 'What
a fabulous read, no hesitation in
recommending this wonderful book' - 5
STARS 'Made me cry, so beautifully written'

- 5 STARS 'I loved this book - I can highly
recommend' - 5 STARS
The House at Riverton Kate Morton
2008-04-22 From the author of #1
international bestseller The Forgotten
Garden and New York Times bestseller
Homecoming comes a gorgeous novel set in
England between World War I and World
War II. Perfect for fans of Downton Abbey, it
is the story of an aristocratic family, a
house, a mysterious death and a way of life
that vanished forever, told in flashback by a
woman who witnessed it all and kept a
secret for decades. Grace Bradley went to
work at Riverton House as a servant when
she was just a girl, before the First World
War. For years her life was inextricably tied
up with the Hartford family, most
particularly the two daughters, Hannah and
Emmeline. In the summer of 1924, at a
glittering society party held at the house, a
young poet shot himself. The only witnesses
were Hannah and Emmeline and only
they—and Grace—know the truth. In 1999,
when Grace is ninety-eight years old and
living out her last days in a nursing home,
she is visited by a young director who is
making a film about the events of that
summer. She takes Grace back to Riverton
House and reawakens her memories. Told in
flashback, this is the story of Grace's youth
during the last days of Edwardian
aristocratic privilege shattered by war, of
the vibrant twenties and the changes she
witnessed as an entire way of life vanished
forever. The novel is full of secrets—some
revealed, others hidden forever, reminiscent
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of the romantic suspense of Daphne du
Maurier. It is also a meditation on memory,
the devastation of war and a beautifully
rendered window into a fascinating time in
history. Kate Morton’s first novel, originally
published to critical acclaim in Australia, and
quickly becoming a #1 bestseller in
England, The House at Riverton is a vivid,
page-turning novel of suspense and passion,
with characters—and an ending—readers
won't soon forget.
The Perfume Garden Kate Lord Brown
2015-04-07 After her mother, who taught
her the art of fragrance-making, passes
away, London's leading perfumier, Emma
Temple, pregnant and alone, is guided by a
series of letters and a key bequeathed to
her, which leads her to a house in Valencia
where she stumbles upon her family's
terrible past.
The Secret Keeper Kate Morton
2013-07-16 Withdrawing from a family party
to the solitude of her tree house, 16-year-
old Laurel Nicolson witnesses a shocking
murder that throughout a subsequent half
century shapes her beliefs, her acting career
and the lives of three strangers from vastly
different cultures. By the best-selling author
of The Distant Hours. Reprint. 200,000 first
printing.
Secrets of the Lake House Sommer N. Smith
2016-02-15 There are decades of
mysterious family history surrounding
Audrey Hamilton's family lake house. When
her aunt is murdered on the property, she
believes someone is out to finish off what
remains of her family as well. It is up to
Audrey and detective Nash Hurley to solve
the murder before Audrey becomes the next
victim, but falling in love with Audrey is a
complication Nash never planned. As they
work together to put the pieces together,
they are drawn together in undeniable
attraction. With faith in God and help from a
few friends, they might just figure this
mystery out in time. But can they beat the
killer to her family's secrets?
Riverton malikânesi Kate Morton 2008
The Secret Keeper Kate Morton 2012
Withdrawing from a family party to the
solitude of her tree house, 16-year-old

Laurel Nicolson witnesses a shocking
murder that throughout a subsequent half
century shapes her beliefs, her acting career
and the lives of three strangers from vastly
different cultures. By the best-selling author
of The Distant Hours. (historical fiction).
Simultaneous.
The Forbidden Garden Ellen Herrick
2017-04-04 “Captivating [...] Herrick weaves
a rich tapestry of family lore, dark secrets,
and love.” —Brunonia Barry, New York
Times bestselling author of The Lace Reader
and The Fifth Petal Perfect for fans of Kate
Morton and Sarah Jio, comes a lush
imaginative novel that takes readers into
the heart of a mysterious English country
garden, waiting to spring to life. Every
garden is a story, waiting to be told… At the
nursery she runs with her sisters on the New
England coast, Sorrel Sparrow has honed
her rare gift for nurturing plants and flowers.
Now that reputation, and a stroke of good
timing, lands Sorrel an unexpected
opportunity: reviving a long-dormant
Shakespearean garden on an English
country estate. Arriving at Kirkwood Hall,
ancestral home of Sir Graham Kirkwood and
his wife Stella, Sorrel is shocked by the
desolate state of the walled garden.
Generations have tried—and failed—to bring
it back to glory. Sorrel senses heartbreak
and betrayal here, perhaps even
enchantment. Intrigued by the house’s
history—especially the haunting tapestries
that grace its walls—and increasingly drawn
to Stella’s enigmatic brother, Sorrel sets to
work. And though she knows her true home
is across the sea with her sisters, instinct
tells her that the English garden’s destiny is
entwined with her own, if she can only
unravel its secrets…
Lake House Kate Morton
Summary of the Clockmaker's Daughter
Paul Adams / Bookhabits 2019-01-09 The
Clockmaker's Daughter: A Novel by Kate
Morton: Conversation Starters Elodie
Winslow, an archivist who works in London,
discovers a leather satchel with an old
photograph of a woman in Victorian clothes
and a drawing of a large old house situated
along a river. Elodie feels something is
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drawing her to this house. It reminds her of
a story her mother used to tell her when she
was a small girl. Some 150 years ago, the
painter Edward Radcliffe led his friends to
the Birchwood Manor located along the
banks of the Upper Thames river intending
to spend the summer month in seclusion to
focus on their artistic works. But many
things happen during those fateful days. A
woman gets killed and another one goes
missing. A priceless heirloom disappears,
and Radcliffe's life is never the same again.
Elodie resolves to travel to visit the house
which could uncover mysteries. The
Clockmaker's Daughter is an instant New
York Times bestseller. All of Kate Morton's
five other books are bestsellers including
The Lake House and The Distant Hours. A
Brief Look Inside: EVERY GOOD BOOK
CONTAINS A WORLD FAR DEEPER than the
surface of its pages. The characters and
their world come alive, and the characters
and its world still live on. Conversation
Starters is peppered with questions
designed to bring us beneath the surface of
the page and invite us into the world that
lives on. These questions can be used to..
Create Hours of Conversation: - Promote an
atmosphere of discussion for groups - Foster
a deeper understanding of the book - Assist
in the study of the book, either individually
or corporately - Explore unseen realms of
the book as never seen before Disclaimer:
This book you are about to enjoy is an
independent resource meant to supplement
the original book. If you have not yet read
the original book, we encourage you to
before purchasing this unofficial
Conversation Starters.
The Lake House Kate Morton 2016-06-07 A
cloth bag containing eight paperback copies
of the title, that may also include a folder
with sign out sheets.
The Clockmaker's Daughter Kate Morton
2018-09-12 Kate Morton's highly acclaimed
novels have sold over 11 million copies
worldwide and are number one bestsellers
around the world.
The Forgotten Garden (16pt Large Print
Edition) Kate Morton 2011-03 A lost child
On the eve of the first world war, a little girl

is found abandoned on a ship to Australia. A
mysterious woman called the Authoress had
promised to look after her - but the
Authoress has disappeared without a trace.
A terrible secret On the night of her twenty-
first birthday, Nell O'Connor learns a secret
that will change her life forever. Decades
later, she embarks upon a search for the
truth that leads her to the windswept
Cornish coast and the strange and beautiful
Blackhurst Manor, once owned by the
aristocratic Mountrachet family. A
mysterious inheritance On Nell's death, her
grand-daughter, Cassandra, comes into an
unexpected inheritance. Cliff Cottage and its
forgotten garden are notorious amongst the
Cornish locals for the secrets they hold -
secrets about the doomed Mountrachet
family and their ward Eliza Makepeace, a
writer of dark Victorian fairytales. It is here
that Cassandra will finally uncover the truth
about the family, and solve the century-old
mystery of a little girl lost. A captivating and
atmospheric story of secrets, family and
memory from the international bestselling
author Kate Morton.
Hold You Close Corinne Michaels 2018-07-19
Ian Chase broke my heart at seventeen, and
I've spent the last eighteen years hating him
for it. He makes it easy, with his smart
mouth and playboy lifestyle-which I
unfortunately have to observe since he lives
behind me. Every time I see him climbing
out of his pool, practically naked and
unreasonably sexy, my blood boils. I've
always loved to loathe him. I never planned
to need him. *** London Parish is my little
sister's best friend, not that it stopped me
from falling for her. Our history is
complicated. The only thing we have in
common is being godparents to my sister's
three adorable kids-until our lives are
changed in one tragic moment. Now we're
trying to raise the children we love, mourn
an unthinkable loss, and fight an undeniable
attraction. My life is already upside-down,
and the last thing I need is for old feelings to
resurface. Because I'll never be able to keep
her, no matter how hard I try to hold her
close.
The Botanist's Daughter Kayte Nunn
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2018-07-31 Discovery. Desire. Deception. A
wondrously imagined tale of two female
botanists, separated by more than a
century, in a race to discover a life-saving
flower, from the author of the bestselling
The Forgotten Letters of Esther Durrant In
Victorian England, headstrong adventuress
Elizabeth takes up her late father's quest for
a rare, miraculous plant. She faces a
perilous sea voyage, unforeseen dangers
and treachery that threatens her entire
family. In present-day Australia, Anna finds
a mysterious metal box containing a
sketchbook of dazzling watercolours, a
photograph inscribed 'Spring 1886' and a
small bag of seeds. It sets her on a path far
from her safe, carefully ordered life, and on
a journey that will force her to face her own
demons. In this spellbinding botanical
odyssey of discovery, desire and deception,
Kayte Nunn has so exquisitely researched
nineteenth-century Cornwall and Chile you
can almost smell the fragrance of the
flowers, the touch of the flora on your
fingertips . . . 'Two incredibly likeable,
headstrong heroines . . . watching them
flourish is captivating. With these dynamic
women at the helm, Kayte weaves a clever
tale of plant treachery involving exotic and
perilous encounters in Chile, plus lashings of
gentle romance. Compelling storytelling'
The Australian Women's Weekly 'The
riveting story of two women, divided by a
century in time, but united by their quest to
discover a rare and dangerous flower said to
have the power to heal as well as kill. Fast-
moving and full of surprises, The Botanist's
Daughter brings the exotic world of 19th-
century Chile thrillingly to life' KATE
FORSYTH Praise for The Forgotten Letters of
Esther Durrant: 'If you enjoyed City of Girls
by Elizabeth Gilbert, read Kayte Nunn' The
Washington Post 'Nunn's US debut is an
engaging, dual-period narrative tracing
Esther's journey towards healing and
wholeness as well as Rachel's attempts to
move beyond her wanderlust and
unwillingness to commit to a home, job or
relationship. The ending highlights the
enduring power of love and forgiveness'
Booklist Magazine 'Vivid descriptions

highlight intertwining plot lines that
seamlessly build to a satisfying climax. For
fans of authors such as Lauren Willig and
Kate Morton' Library Journal **Contains
BONUS extract from Kayte's newest
spellbinding novel, THE SILK HOUSE**
The Distant Hours Kate Morton 2011-07-12
Edie Burchill visits Milderhurst Castle where
her mother stayed during World War II,
discovering the three elderly sisters of the
castle still alive but haunted by the secrets
of their past life with their father, a famous
children's author.
The Shifting Fog Kate Morton 2012-10-01
A rich and engrossing story of love, passion,
secrets, and lies set in the gaiety, glamour,
and grand country houses of post-war
Edwardian England.
The Kew Gardens Girls Posy Lovell
2021-04 In official partnership with Kew
Gardens It's 1916 and England is at war.
Desperate to help in whatever way they
can, Ivy and Louisa enlist as gardeners at
Kew, taking on the jobs of the men who
have gone to fight. Under their care, the
gardens begin to flourish - but Ivy and
Louisa aren't being treated fairly, and not
everyone wants them there. Without
women's rights, the pair begin to struggle -
but can the support of the Suffragettes help
their cause? And when a tragedy overseas
affects the people closest to them, can the
women of Kew pull together to support
themselves and their country through the
darkest of times? A heartwarming historical
novel about women in wartime, inspired by
real life events.
Beyond the Wild River Sarah Maine
2017-04-18 For fans of Kate Morton and
Beatriz Williams, a highly atmospheric and
suspenseful historical novel, set in the
1890s about a Scottish heiress who
unexpectedly encounters her childhood
friend in North America, five years after he
disappeared from her family’s estate the
night of a double murder. Nineteen-year-old
Evelyn Ballantyre has rarely strayed from
her family’s estate in the Scottish
Borderlands, save for the occasional trip to
Edinburgh, where her father, a respected
magistrate, conducts his business—and
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affairs of another kind. Evelyn has always
done her duty as a daughter, hiding her
boredom and resentment behind good
manners—so when an innocent friendship
with a servant is misinterpreted by her
father as an illicit union, Evelyn is appalled.
Yet the consequence is a welcome one: she
is to accompany her father on a trip to North
America, where they’ll visit New York City,
the 1893 World’s Fair in Chicago, and
conclude with a fishing expedition on the
Nipigon River in Canada. Now is her chance
to escape her cloistered life, see the world,
and reconnect with her father. Once they’re
on the Nipigon, however, Evelyn is shocked
to discover that their guide is James
Douglas, the former stable hand and her
one-time friend who disappeared from the
estate after the shootings of a poacher and
a gamekeeper. Many had assumed that
James had been responsible, but Evelyn
never could believe it. Now, in the wilds of a
new world, far from the constraints of polite
society, the truth about that day, James, and
her father will be revealed…to stunning
consequences.
The Lake House Kate Morton 2015-10-21
The morning after the Edevane's exclusive
Midsummer Eve party in Cornwall in 1933,
their youngest child, Theo, is nowhere to be
found. After months of futile searching, the
family pack up and leave their beautiful
country home, never to return. Until, in
2003, a young female police officer
stumbles into the lost gardens surrounding
the abandoned house and determines to
find out what happened.
The Flowers of the Field Sarah Harrison
2013-05-23 The superb, bestselling novel of
one family, and the devastating changes
brought by the First World War. Thea
Tennant, eldest daughter of a wealthy
industrialist father and beautiful aristocratic
mother, yearns to do more than follow the
traditional path laid out for her. When her
beautiful but flighty sister Dulcie brings
trouble to the family, both Thea and Dulcie
are sent to relatives in Austria. But with the
onset of War, their lives change beyond
recognition. It isn't just the Tennants whose
lives have changed: for their parlourmaid,

Primmy, the War brings opportunities she is
determined to take. From the Kent
countryside to the suffragette movement in
London and the horrors of the Western
Front, THE FLOWERS OF THE FIELD is an
epic novel of the dreams and aspirations of
a generation who found a voice above
history's most horrifying conflict.
The House At Riverton (special Sales) Kate
Morton 2008-02-01 I 1920'ernes England er
godset Riverton centrum for en tragedie
med to søstre og en ung digter. Grace er
ung tjenestepige og gemmer hele sit liv på
hemmeligheden - indtil hun som 98-årig
bliver nødt til at genopleve hele historien.
The Woman In The Golden Dress: Can
she escape the shadows of the past?
Nicola Cornick 2019-03-07 For fans of Kate
Morton and Tracy Rees comes a captivating
novel about two women, separated by
centuries, whose fates are bound together
by one haunting secret. ***
The Secret She Kept ReShonda Tate
Billingsley 2012-07-03 A national bestselling
author spins an irresistible story of romance
and faith that will touch every reader's
heart. Successful magazine exec Lance
Kingston urges his new wife Tia to seek
medical attention, but he wonders if he can
ever help his wife if she refuses to help
herself.
A Cup of Silver Linings Karen Hawkins
2022-09-27 "Ava Dove-the sixth of the
seven famed Dove sisters and owner of Ava
Dove's Landscaping and Specialty Teas-is
frantic. Just as she is getting ready to open
her fabulous new tearoom, her herbal teas
have gone wonky. Suddenly, her sleep-
inducing tea is startling her clients awake
with vivid dreams, her romance-kindling tea
is causing people to blurt out their darkest
secrets, and her happiness tea is making
them spend hours staring into mirrors. At
the same time, Ava's newest employee's-
sixteen-year-old Kristen Foster-life has just
come crashing down around her. After her
mother's death, her grandmother arrived in
town to sweep her off to a white mansion on
a hill in distant Raleigh. Kristen is desperate
to stay with her friends in Dove Pond, but to
do so means she must undertake a quest
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she's been avoiding her entire life-finding
her sperm donor father. With the help of an
ancient herbal remedy book, Ava realizes
Kristen holds the key to fixing her unstable
tea leaves. So she throws herself into
Kristen's search, even convincing Kristen's
grandmother to help, too. Together, the
three embark on a reluctant but magical
journey of healing, friendship, and family
that will delight fans of Alice Hoffman, Kate
Morton, and Sarah Addison Allen"--
Firefly Lane Kristin Hannah 2020-12-17 Soon
to be a major Netflix series Firefly Lane is an
unforgettable coming of age story, by the
New York Times number one bestseller
Kristin Hannah. It is 1974 and the summer
of love is drawing to a close. Kate Mularkey
has accepted her place at the bottom of the
secondary school social food chain. Then, to
her amazement, Tully Hart - the girl all the
boys want to know - moves in across the
street and wants to be her best friend. Tully
and Kate became inseparable and by
summer's end they vow that their friendship
will last forever. For thirty years Tully and
Kate buoy each other through life,
weathering the storms of friendship,
jealousy, anger, hurt and resentment. Tully
follows her ambition to find fame and
success. Kate knows that all she wants is to
fall in love and have a family. What she
doesn't know is how being a wife and a
mother will change her. They think they've
survived it all until a single act of betrayal
tears them apart. But when tragedy strikes,
can the bonds of friendship survive? Or is it
the one hurdle that even a lifelong
friendship cannot overcome? PRAISE FOR
KRISTIN HANNAH 'A rich, compelling novel of
love, sacrifice and survival' Kate Morton 'A
masterclass . . . This is a story that will stay
with me for a long, long time.' Karen Swan.
Forgotten Garden Kate Morton 2003
House of Ashes Loretta Marion 2018-11-13 A
family patriarch’s dying proclamation, an
enigmatic disappearance, and a century-old
curse converge in the shadows of a majestic
home on Cape Cod’s craggy coast. Thirty-
seven-year-old painter Cassandra Mitchell is
fourth-generation to live in the majestic
Battersea Bluffs, a brooding Queen Anne

home originally built by her great-
grandparents, Percy and Celeste Mitchell,
and still standing despite tragedies that
have swept the generations. Local lore has it
that there was a curse placed on the family
and the house is haunted, though opinions
are divided on whether it's by malicious or
benevolent spirits. Cassie believes the
latter—but now she stands to lose her
beloved home to mounting debt and the
machinations of her dream-weaving ex-
husband. Salvation seems to arrive when a
nomadic young couple wanders onto the
property with the promise of companionship
and much-needed help—until they vanish
without a trace, leaving behind no clue to
their identities. Cassie is devastated, but
determined to discover what's happened to
the young couple...even as digging into their
disappearance starts to uncover family
secrets of her own. Despite warnings from
her childhood friend, now the local Chief of
Police—as well as an FBI agent who pushes
the boundaries of professionalism—Cassie
can't help following the trail of clues (and
eerie signals from the old house itself) to
unravel the mystery. But can she do so
before her family's dark curse destroys
everything in its path?
The House at Riverton Kate Morton
2023-04-13 A long-ago tragedy resurfaces in
The House at Riverton, the haunting and
multi-million copy bestselling debut novel
from Kate Morton, presented in a beautiful
new edition
Lake House Kate Morton
The English Girl Katherine Webb
2016-03-24 From Sunday Times Top Ten
bestselling author, Katherine Webb, The
English Girl is perfect for fans of Dinah
Jefferies, Kate Morton and Santa Montefiore.
In a land full of secrets, you can make your
own rules. Joan Seabrook has fulfilled her
lifelong dream to travel to Arabia and has
arrived in the ancient city of Muscat with her
fiancé, Rory. Desperate to escape the pain
of a personal tragedy, she longs to explore
the desert fort of Jabrin and unearth the
wonders held within. But Oman is a land lost
in time, and gaining permission to explore
could prove impossible. Joan's
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disappointment is only eased by the thrill of
meeting her childhood heroine, pioneering
explorer Maude Vickery, and hearing the
stories that captured her imagination as a
child. The friendship that forms between the
two women will change everything. Both
have desires to fulfil and secrets to keep. As
their bond grows, Joan is inspired by the
thrill of her new friend's past and finds
herself swept up in a bold and dangerous
adventure of Maude's making. Only too late
does she begin to question her actions -
actions that will spark a wild, and potentially
devastating, chain of events. 'A compelling
and beautifully written tale of adventure,
mystery and love, The English Girl
enthralled me from the first page. Set
against the exotic backdrop of Arabia, Webb
brings her world to life with skill and
passion.' Santa Montefiore 'I've loved all
Katherine Webb's books and this is a
wonderful addition to my collection. After I
finished, I found myself missing the searing
heat and huge blue skies of the Omani
desert.' Kate Riordan Your favourite authors
love Katherine Webb's sweeping novels: 'An
enormously talented writer' Santa
Montefiore 'Webb has a true gift for
uncovering the mysteries of the human
heart and exploring the truth of love' Kate
Williams 'Katherine Webb's writing is
beautiful' Elizabeth Fremantle 'A truly gifted
writer of historical fiction' Lucinda Riley
'Katherine's writing is rich, vivid and
evocative' Iona Grey
Secret Keeper 2013
The Song of Hartgrove Hall Natasha
Solomons 2015-12-29 From the New York
Times bestselling author of The House at
Tyneford comes a captivating 1940s English
country novel of a love triangle, family
obligations, and rediscovering joy in the face
of grief—perfect for fans of Kate Morton and
Downton Abbey. New Year’s Eve, Dorset,
England, 1946. Candles flicker, a
gramophone scratches out a tune as guests
dance and sip champagne—for one night
Hartgrove Hall relives better days. Harry
Fox-Talbot and his brothers have returned
from World War II determined to save their
once grand home from ruin. But the arrival

of beautiful Jewish wartime singer Edie Rose
tangles the threads of love and duty, and
leads to a devastating betrayal. Fifty years
later, now a celebrated composer, Fox reels
from the death of his adored wife, Edie. Until
his connection with his four-year old
grandson—a music prodigy—propels him
back into life, and ultimately to confront his
past. An enthralling novel about love and
treachery, joy after grief, and a man forced
to ask: is it ever too late to seek
forgiveness?
The Wildling Sisters Eve Chase
2018-07-03 "An enthralling story of secrets,
sisters, and an unsolved mystery." —Kate
Morton An evocative novel in the vein of
Kate Morton and Daphne Du Maurier, in
which the thrill of first love clashes with the
bonds of sisterhood, and all will be tested by
the dark secret at the heart of Applecote
Manor. Four sisters. One summer. A lifetime
of secrets. When fifteen-year-old Margot and
her three sisters arrive at Applecote Manor
in June 1959, they expect a quiet English
country summer. Instead, they find their
aunt and uncle still reeling from the
disappearance of their daughter, Audrey,
five years before. As the sisters become
divided by new tensions when two
handsome neighbors drop by, Margot finds
herself drawn into the life Audrey left
behind. When the summer takes a deadly
turn, the girls must unite behind an
unthinkable choice or find themselves torn
apart forever. Fifty years later, Jesse is
desperate to move her family out of their
London home, where signs of her widower
husband’s previous wife are around every
corner. Gorgeous Applecote Manor, nestled
in the English countryside, seems the
perfect solution. But Jesse finds herself
increasingly isolated in their new sprawling
home, at odds with her fifteen-year-old
stepdaughter, and haunted by the strange
rumors that surround the manor. Rich with
the heat and angst of love both young and
old, The Wildling Sisters is a gorgeous and
breathtaking journey into the bonds that
unite a family and the darkest secrets of the
human heart.
The Emerald Comb Kathleen McGurl
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2020-05-14 'If you want a book that is
exciting, fast-paced and impossible to put
down, with plenty of twists and turns, then
you need to buy this book! I can't wait to
read more of Kathleen's novels.' - Emma's
Book Reviews Some secrets are best left
buried...
Dom w Riverton Kate Morton 2023
The Girl in the Photograph Kate Riordan
2015-01-28 Contemporary fiction. Summer,
1933. Alice Eveleigh has arrived at
Fiercombe Manor in disgrace. Hiding her
shame in the beautiful yet isolated house, in
the care of housekeeper, Mrs Jelphs, Alice
begins to sense that something isn't quite
right. And that she is being watched. There
are secrets at Fiercombe that those who
remain there are determined to keep.
Tragedy haunts the empty rooms and traces
of the previous occupant, Elizabeth Stanton,
are everywhere. And Alice discovers
Elizabeth's life eerily mirrors the path she
herself is on ... The past is set to repeat its
sorrows, with devastating consequences.
The Distant Hours Kate Morton 2023-01-10
The discovery of a long-lost letter reveals an
old secret and the truth behind a woman's
mysterious past in the best-selling novel
from international publishing sensation,
Kate Morton, author of The Shifting Fog and
The Forgotten Garden.
The Bone Bed Patricia Cornwell
2012-10-16 From one of the world’s number

top selling crime writers comes the
extraordinary twentieth Kay Scarpetta
novel. A woman has vanished while digging
a dinosaur bone bed in the remote
wilderness of Canada. Somehow, the only
evidence has made its way to the inbox of
Chief Medical Examiner Kay Scarpetta, over
two thousand miles away in Boston. She has
no idea why. But as events unfold with
alarming speed, Scarpetta begins to suspect
that the paleontologist’s disappearance is
connected to a series of crimes much closer
to home: a gruesome murder, inexplicable
tortures, and trace evidence from the last
living creatures of the dinosaur age. When
she turns to those around her, Scarpetta
finds that the danger and suspicion have
penetrated even her closest circles. Her
niece Lucy speaks in riddles. Her lead
investigator, Pete Marino, and FBI forensic
psychologist and husband, Benton Wesley,
have secrets of their own. Feeling alone and
betrayed, Scarpetta is tempted by someone
from her past as she tracks a killer both
cunning and cruel.
The Forgotten Garden Kate Morton 2011-03
A lost child On the eve of the first world war,
a little girl is found abandoned on a ship to
Australia. A mysterious woman called the
Authoress had promised to look after her -
but the Authoress has disappeared without
a trace. A terrible secret On the night of her
twenty-first birthday, Nell O'Connor learns a
secret that will change her life f...
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